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Semi-automatic stretch wrapping machine

G

Flexible, efficient and functional pallet wrapping solution
Unmatched Flexibility
Thanks to the rotating arm technology, the pallet load does not move during the stretch wrapping process. Therefore, the
Cobra G is ideal for wrapping loads that are unstable, light, very heavy or odd-shaped – whatever the product type. The
Cobra G comes standard with an independent floor stand, but can also be mounted to a column or wall. This innovative
design also comes standard with an adjustable wrapping arm that can easily be modified to accommodate larger loads at
no additional cost and provides the versatility to adapt for the future needs.
Extremely Efficient
The motorized power pre-stretch system with adjustable film tension control guarantees optimal film usage. Also, by
providing variable film tension control throughout the wrap cycle, superior load containment can be achieved while
eliminating film breaks and product damage. The patented film carriage ensures consistent performance and optimal film
consumption.

The rotating arm can be easily adjusted
to achieve a wrapping diagonal of 2000 mm
or 2300 mm ; offering extreme versatility at
no additional cost.

The patented easy load S-carriage offers superior pre-stretch and film tension control.
It also allows extremely easy film loading.

Dimensions
Overall Height

Max. Pallet Height

Maximum Pallet Diagonal

Easy to use for simple operation and
maximum functionality. Adjustments for
the number of wraps, wrap pattern, film
tension, overlap, overwarp, and up/down
speed are standard.

Technical Details
3100 mm (standard)
3450 mm or 3800 mm 		
(optional)
2200 mm (standard)
2550 mm or 2900 mm 		
(optional)
2000 mm or 2300 mm

Options

Rotation Speed
Capacity
Weight
Voltage
Control
Film Width
Max. film dia.

Up to 11 rpm
Up to 35 pallets/hr
640 kg
230 V - 1 phase - 50 Hz
PLC and touchscreen HMI
500 mm
250 mm

Standard Mounting

Floor Stand

Height Extension Upgrades
Column/ Wall Mounting Kit
Mechanical Roping Device
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Superior Functionality
Four individual wrap programs can be stored using the touch screen human machine interface (HMI) for
simple operation of the machine. The programs include eight functions which can be adjusted to meet the
demands of the most challenging applications.

